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DISCUSSION BOARDS ON
ASSIGNED READINGS 
Over the course of the semester, you will be
required to participate in multiple online
discussion boards where you will engage in a
critical discussion with your classmates on the
specific works of fiction, literary criticism (like
your textbook) and other assigned content we
will be engaging with in the upcoming weeks.

These discussion boards will be worth 35* of your grade. Although they may not be as
"formal" as your academic papers, they can greatly impact your overall average in this
course and should be treated as an important and serious assignment. 

In order to do well, you should start by: 
1.) READING DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY and
2.) COMPLETING AND SUBMITTING EACH COMPONENT OF THE ASSIGNMENT ON TIME!

Rule #1:
To ensure both your
own success and the
success of others,  you
MUST  put forth a
substantial  effort to
engage with your
classmates in a
meaningful way.

DON'T procrastinate &
DON'T phone it  in!

Whether online or in-person, the
Interpretation of Fiction class is largely
dependent on successfully discussing,
questioning, and unpacking the assigned
texts. In the first chapter of your
textbook, Digging into Literature, this kind
of discussion is referred to as a
‘discourse community’. The chapter
insights that, “a discourse community is
a group of people who share basic values
and ground rules about how
communication should take place”
(Wilder & Wolfe 4). What this means is: in
order to do well on these assignments,
you must not only offer a thoughtful and
unique perspective on the readings in
your own post, but also give your cohorts
thoughtful and complex feedback as well.

The goal here is to create a dialogue with
one another, and to push each other to
find “the deeper meaning” behind these
stories using the tools for literary
analysis you will gain over the course of
the semester.

ASSIGNMENT OBJECTIVE

In a face-to-face class, we would achieve this by having a large group conversation in which
everyone has a chance to express their likes and dislikes, pose questions to each other
about parts they found confusing, or share potential interpretations and ideas for what
they believe is the deeper meaning or message of the story.

The premise is the same for our online class, except instead of having this conversation
verbally we will do it in our Canvas discussion boards. For anyone that has used platforms
like Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, Instagram etc., you know it is quite a common practice for
people to be part of an online debate/discussion/argument without ever needing to be in
the same room.

DIRECTIONS 

PART I

If you are struggling with how to engage in the online discussion boards, my biggest tip is
this: ASK EACH OTHER QUESTIONS!

Create a dialogue and be in conversation. For anyone that has be part of an online
debate/discussion/argument on social media, you know that it is quite easy to have an online
conversation...so do that here but about the book/material due that day!

Throughout the course, you will have a chance to discuss the required reading for
each week via an online discussion board. There will be eight (8) online discussion
boards throughout the semester—each student MUST COMPLETE FIVE (5) of
them. Each student will have the option of which two (2) discussion boards they
wish to skip. However, there are some restrictions you must abide by:

1. Complete ALL required
reading/lessons for the
week

2. Create a 350 to 500-word
post that engages with the
discussion board prompt
as well as offers your
thoughts, observations &
questions about the
reading(s)/how you got
there. Each post should
post AT LEAST ONE specific
and thoughtful questions
about the assigned content
to your classmates. 

This original Post (aka
"Part I") is due each Friday
at 11:59pm (unless
otherwise noted)

PART II
1. Craft a reply to AT LEAST
TWO of your cohort’s
responses in a meaningful
way. The responses should
be no less than 4 or 5
sentences in length/200
words.

2. You will not get credit
for writing "great point" or
"good post" or just saying
"I agree about XYZ..." and
then talking about or
reiterating your own
points.

3. The rules of Netiquette
must be followed.
Discussion board replies
are not texts with your
friends. Full sentences,
proper spelling, source
citations, etc., are
expected.

Your thoughtful replies
(aka "Part II") are due
each Monday at 11:59pm
(unless otherwise noted)

Rule #2:  Discussion Boards are extremely TIME SENSITIVE and GRADED assignments and
cannot be made up after the fact unless a student provides university-approved
documentation for an absence/late work (or unless you have contacted me prior to the
deadline about a reasonable extenuating circumstance).

PART III
I know, I know...I said this
was only a TWO-part
assignment, so what's this
part three about?!

Most students complete
parts I & II and never look
back, but these discussion
boards can be a treasure
trove of ideas for when it's
time to write your paper
(just be careful to NOT
PLAGIARIZE!). Moreover,
sometimes I'll respond and
comment on posts  to offer
my own insights on YOUR
insights! 

Think of it as a transcript
of  class discussion that
you can use as a valuable
resource later on. 

For each one, I will provide questions in the main discussion thread that you
should use as a springboard in crafting a 250 to 500- word response to the
assigned reading/module content.

You will also read each of your classmates’ posts and reply to at least two of them
—this can be a back and forth with someone or a single response to two (or more)
of your peers.

It’s easiest to think of this as a two-part assignment: Part I must be completed by
Friday night and Part II by Monday night:

1. Each student MUST complete Discussion Board 0 ("Student
Introductions") and Discussion Board 1 (What is Fiction?)

2. Each student MUST respond to at least TWO (2) of the
Discussion Boards for the novel (DB6, DB7 and DB8).

Failure to do this will result in an automatic 0 for one of the 5 required—which
mean the highest cumulative discussion board grade you could get is a B- (or 80%)

The first thing to remember is that these are discussion boards—NOT a book
report, NOT a mini response paper, and NOT a summary! This assignment is
meant to create a group discussion about the works of fiction we read that week.

To help you get started, consider using some of the following sentences to start
your primary post:

TIPS FOR SUCCESS! 

1. My initial reaction when I read [insert title of work here] was that I felt…
because…
2. What I liked/disliked about [insert title of work here] was… because…

After offering your initial thoughts, you should then share an interpretation or
some questions/struggles you had while reading.

If you have an interpretation of the text you would like to offer, consider using
some of these sentences to frame your idea post:

1. After giving it some thought, I think a message the author was trying to convey
was…
2. At first, it seems like [insert title of work here] is a story about [insert literal
meaning] but if you look closer, I think it is actually about [insert figurative
meaning]
3. The literary device I think was most vital in illuminating that message was…
because…

If you are having trouble discerning any meaning from the text, consider using
some of these sentences to frame your questions or struggles:

4. I was really confused about why the author chose to include…
5. I struggled with the section about [blank] because…

Whether you have a working interpretation or not, your post should end with at
least ONE question for your classmates to answer in their response to you.
However, be cognizant that the questions you ask your classmates have
purpose to propel the discussion forward in a useful way—remember that the
choices characters make are deliberate because the author makes the choices
for them, so frame your questions around the author’s decisions instead of the
characters.

The goal in asking questions is not to collectively rewrite the stories we are
reading, it is to talk to each other, and to push one another to create unique
interpretations and find the “deeper meaning” within these texts by engaging
critically with them.

Instead of asking: “do you think [insert character] wouldn’t have injured
themselves if they had paid more attention to what was going on around
them?”

Consider asking: “Why do you think the author chose to have [insert
character] hurt themselves? What does it reveal about them/the setting of the
story/the other characters?”

To engage with an author or an idea or a conversation or a reading is to
do more than just read or attempt to comprehend what someone
believes or what they assert in an essay. In the case of a literature class,
to engage with a short story or novel (or poem or play) is going to be
more than reading it in effort to comprehend the plot, character, setting,
figurative language, and so forth.

What Does it Mean to "Engage" with a Text? 

In other words, when I ask students to “engage with a text,” I want
them to do more than read it.

I want them to really try to understand what the author is claiming or
what they feel the text is proposing and then think about how that claim
or those proposals affect how they see, experience, or feel the world.

To engage is also to critique a reading or idea or author, not by
dismissing it or he/she immediately as wrong, but by working through
a reading or an idea, exploring its limits and possibilities and by
debating it.

To engage with ideas is to resist them: to refuse to merely accept them
as the truth, to push back and talk back at them, to trouble and disrupt
them. It is also to be generous with them: to be open to taking them
seriously and to allow them to disrupt your worldview. And sometimes
it can be kind of scary to have your worldview disrupted. But that
means that you are expanding your views and beginning to think in a
more critical kind of way, which is a good thing.

It is also to participate or become involved with the ideas put forth by
the author (or the ideas that you draw out of a text) to establish
meaningful connections with those ideas in ways that require think-
ing about not only what they mean but what they do and what
they do to us.

Perhaps the biggest key to engaging is to be an active, involved, serious
participant in the process of learning, thinking, and feeling about the
readings, ideas, or authors that you encounter.

1. APPRECIATION APPRECIATION involves
figuring out what the author is
saying and demonstrating a
clear understanding of their
argument and how they
develop and defend it.
Appreciation does not require
that you agree with the
reading. Instead, it requires
that you clearly state the
author’s argument. What is
their main argument? What is
the purpose of that argument?
How do they defend it? This
element of engagement is
crucial; you can’t have a
critical conversation about an
author until you spend some
time really thinking about
what they are claiming.
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Below is a helpful framework for engaging with an
author/text.

It involves three key elements: appreciation, critique
and construction:

2. CRITIQUE CRITIQUE involves assessing
what the author is saying.
Critique should not involve a
total rejection of dismissal of
the reading. Instead, it could
involve raising some critical
or questions and/or exploring
the benefits or limitations of
the argument. An important
thing to note here: critique
does not mean trash (or
reject or dismiss). Critique
involves entering into a
critical conversation or
debate with the argument;
it’s hard, if not impossible, to
do that if you enter the
conversation with the
intractable position, “this
author is absolutely wrong!”
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3. CONSTRUCTION  CONSTRUCTION involves
applying the concepts from
the reading to your own
thoughts, areas of interest
and research or experiences.
It could also involve applying
the reading to the
topics/discussions of other
content from our class class.
Construction is about doing
something with the author’s
argument: applying it,
translating it, re-working it to
function in unexpected ways,
taking it in new directions.
This element is especially
important when writing your
papers, but is also a way to
offer YOUR UNIQUE
PERSPECTIVE on the text to
our online discussion. 
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Rule #3:  To receive full  credit  your post
must be centered on your unique
thoughts,  analysis and interpretation—
NOT SUMMARY .

To receive high marks on your discussion board postings, you MUST include the
following when discussion the work:

The title of the work in quotation marks or italics (whichever is correct MLA
formatting)
The author’s name (also, please refer to authors by their last names unless you
know them personally)
At least ONE quotation or particular passage from the text—integrated with your
own sentence, properly punctuated, and explained to show why you believe it
illustrates the significance to your larger point.
Identify at least ONE literary element used in the text helped you hypothesize on
the deeper meaning of the story.. 
You are also welcome to use direct citations from Digging into Literature, optional
supplemental readings or any outside, credible sources you find on your own.

FORMATTING

Many students in my previous classes who did not do well on discussion
boards lost points based on missing requirements such as: 

Writing a summary 
Not including a quote 
Not talking about literary element
Summarizing the story even though everyone should have read it
Not offering any unique opinions/interpretations
Read a summary online and then summarized that summary as their
primary post. 
Not using MLA formatting

It is YOUR JOB to read all written directions for every assignment--and to
make sure that you do not miss what is being asked of you! 

If you are confused, you can always email me or use the Class FAQ board!

Also, I can't stress this enough....DON'T JUST SUMMARIZE PLEASE, FFS! 

A Final Note...


